
 
 
The idea for Just Swim Charlotte was born from two very fundamental ideas: the desire to enhance the meet experience for families who are 
already participating in summer swim team and the desire to craft a league in such a way to make it accommodating and accessible for new teams 
to participate.  The single biggest hurdle that new teams face is meet administration … a mechanism that can enable greater interest and reduce 
the burden on volunteer coaches.  To that extent, the League serves as a forum to consolidate resources for use of technology and greater 
expertise to deliver a streamlined meet experience for League Members.   
 
Just Swim Charlotte operates swim meets on HyTek Meet Manager software, therefore member teams are required to use compatible Team 
Manager or Swim Manager software for team meet entries.  Currently, Colorado Champ Start System and electronic Dolphin stopwatches are used 
to gather more accurate swimmer race times. 
 
Just Swim Charlotte’s obligations to members: 

- Provide scheduling for six meets ( four regular season, one “fun-events” all-team meet and one Champ Meet) during May, June & July 
- Provide dedicated (paid) individual to serve as meet announcer & starter with electronic starting system for initiating each race 
- Provide dedicated (paid) computer technician to run Meet Manager program to conduct swim meet  
- Provide dedicated (paid) individual(s) to serve as meet clerk-of-course, head timer & ribbons handler 

 Clerk of Course does not include “chasing”, hounding or reminding swimmers to check in for their events.  Swimmers/parents 
are responsible for being attentive to announcements and being present at the designated check-in area when the event is 
being called.  Swimmers failing to report to Clerk of Course on time may ultimately miss their event. 

- Provide electronic timing system to collect and record children’s times from each race 
- Provide software for organizing timing data 
- Build & provide meet programs minimum of 24 hrs prior to scheduled event – posted to Just Swim Charlotte website 
- Collect & provide results within 24 hours of completed event – posted to Just Swim Charlotte website 
- Provide location for the Championship Meet 
- Provide merit-based awards for each meet 

 Heat winner tattoos for each male/female heat winner 

 Best-Time ribbon award (if applicable) for swimmers who achieve lifetime best times on any given event 

 Star Swimmer ribbon for assisted swimmers who compete unassisted for the first time 

 Event ribbons are awarded to all swimmers for Event winners throughout the regular season & Championship Meet 
- Provide an equipment reserve fund which can be used for maintenance, replacement and/or expansion of equipment inventory 

 
League member’s obligations to Just Swim Charlotte: 

- Provide a team of at least 10 swimmers 
- Provide a team representative that will serve as a point of contact for Just Swim Charlotte. 

 It is important to note that Just Swim Charlotte does not serve as a communication vehicle for any team-specific information.  
Member teams are responsible for their own internal communication and Just Swim Charlotte will communicate with a 
member’s designated point-of-contact with league news and information.  

- Teams must submit meet entries in Meet Entry file format from either Team Manager or Swim Manager via the Active Network 
- Provide volunteers for league swim meets:  

 Host team provides the tattoo awarder(s).  For dual meets, three lane timers per team are needed.  For tri-meets, two lane 
timers per meet.  Each team also provides an Assistant to the Clerk of Course to assist in swimmer management.   

 Concessions are at the discretion of each host team and not a league obligation. 
- Pool access for home meets.  Beginning in yr2 of participation, accessibility to host two meets - weekday evening (5pm-9pm),  Saturday 

or Sunday morning (7:30am-Noon) of water time during June and July for purpose of hosting a home meet 

 Just Swim Charlotte believes that it is reasonable to allow a team one season to “get their feet wet” by absorbing the 
experiences of their first season.  If a team so desires, all of its first season meets can be scheduled as “away” meets so that the 
1

st
 yr meets may serve as inspiration to build support for their program. 

- All-inclusive League resigtration fee - $30/swimmer paid to Just Swim Charlotte.  Non-refundable team deposit of $250 due by Aptil 1
st

. to 
secure placement in league.  Balance of league fees and complete roster due by May 31

st
. 
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